eMMA SOFTWARE SUITE
3D MEASUREMENT DATA MANAGEMENT
eMMA Software Suite offers an integrated data management system for the entire process of 3D metrology from the planning
of 3D features and their tolerances along the assembly sequence to quality control in production processes.
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eMMA SOFTWARE SUITE

eMMA MDM SERVER/CLIENT
eMMA MDM is an enterprise IT solution created to structure and manage 3D measurement data, thus closing the
information gap in the quality assurance process. eMMA MDM provides controlled access to measurement plans, alignment
systems, tolerances, measurement results, and analysis sessions.
An integrated and central data management gives full control of all data. The import and export of quality data into/from
different data formats (*.dmi, *.dmo, *.dfq, *.csv, etc.) is thus possible. eMMA MDM Server/Client tracks and manages project
changes and user interactions with the help of versioning and change management.

eMMA PLANNER
eMMA Planner is a module created to facilitate the
management of inspection plans for both single parts and
assembly structures. eMMA Planner supports multiple
operations such as creation of inspection plans for assembly
structures, modification of feature tolerances and feature
attributes, creation of linked features among others.
The rich 3D native environment that accompanies all eMMA modules allows the intuitive exploration of all elements of
an inspection plan. The 3D environment embedded into eMMA Planner enables the edition of existing features as well as
the definition of linked-features while preserving a spatial reference to the geometry associated with the corresponding
inspection plan. This simplifies the selection of features belonging to a particular region in the geometry or the identification
of spatial relations between features.

eMMA ILLUSTRATOR
Generating quality reports for thousands of parts can
become a time consuming and cumbersome task. eMMA
Illustrator is the perfect module for designing report
templates. Its 3D interactive environment allows users to
easily create scenes in which customised geometry views,
feature sets, and information related to an inspection plan
will be displayed. In addition, the automatic generation of
scenes can be used to considerably speed up the creation of
report templates.
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eMMA ANALYST
eMMA Analyst is a flexible and versatile module for the analysis of measurement results. Using statistical key performance
indicators (KPIs), it provides insights that enable users to have better control over prototyping, launch, ramp-up and
production processes. eMMA Analyst supports both PDF documentation and interactive on-the-fly 3D analysis.
The 3D environment integrated into eMMA Analyst offers different graphs to display the measurement results associated
with each feature. Besides the natively supported graphs, eMMA Analyst also supports the computation and visualisation of
statistical metrics using the qs-STAT engine.
The fast and easy loading and selection
of measurement results along with
the graphic options for the display of
the results provide a clear overview of
the production quality over time. The
results of these analyses can later be
saved as a 3D session or exported as a
PDF report or PowerPoint presentation
for easier distribution.

eMMA INSPECTOR
eMMA Inspector is a module specially designed to support the easy and fast analysis of large sets of optical measurement
results. The rich 3D native environment enables users to smoothly explore and interact with the data as they identify and
compare regions of interest. Likewise other eMMA modules, eMMA Inspector also supports both PDF documentation and
interactive on-the-fly 3D analysis while also providing the option to create a video of the day.
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eMMA ASSEMBLER
eMMA Assembler is a module for graphical analysis of virtual assemblies based on eMMA Analyst. It combines the
powerful analytic capabilities of the eMMA Analyst to be applied simultaneously to multiple component parts and virtual
linked-features. Individual parts or assembly structures of the functional areas can be assembled and analysed with
transformations according to the assembly position, evaluation definitions, manually generated or adopted local alignment
systems to form a virtual assembly. For simultaneous analysis of the measurement results of all selected components, it
is possible to add individual features as well as new linked-features from the component parts involved. For instance, one
of the most popular applications of eMMA Assembler is virtual analysis of flush and gap combining multiple parts. For
documentation, scenes with any component and feature selection can be exported as a presentation and PDF report.

eMMA REPORTER
Quality assurance at the production line requires the detection of tolerance deviations in real time and the identification
of the cause of such deviations. eMMA Reporter is a web-based module that allows company-wide monitoring of
manufacturing quality at any number of production sites in real time. Tolerances defined within the product design data are
used as the basis for the evaluation of different production
and construction stages. The software recognises and
reports deviations from manufacturing tolerances in real
time and supports root cause analysis. In the case of a
detected out-of-tolerance deviation, the system sends
customisable warning messages via email or SMS to
authorised users.
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